Grass Goes Big Time

By Buddy Nevin

After eight months, Colombia's 200-acre marijuana plantation was unearthed by the police

The large scale marijuana deal in New York City was not a secret to most of the inhabitants of the neighboring communities. The police, however, were surprised when they finally made theconnection.
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We have many gift items. Items have been reduced— for your shopping pleasure. IS WINDING DOWN

Your Mastercharge is Welcome
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THE SEMESTER IS WINDING DOWN

Are you going to get all your holiday shopping done in these hectic last two weeks?

SOLUTION: The Bookstore! We have many gift items for your shopping pleasure. Items have been reduced— postcards, stationery, date books, mugs, glasses, Minerva prints, bodysuits—in time for the holiday season.

AND NOW, WITH THIS COUPON

25% on any calendar or box of greeting cards at SUNY Bookstore

Your Mastercharge is Welcome

NEW CONVENIENT SHOPPING HOURS

Mon-Thurs 9:00 - 7:30
Fri 9:00 - 5:00
Sat 10:00 - 2:00

university bookstore
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NEWS BRIEFS

[20(2) Pennsylvania state senator Henry Cloutier, facing police, faint after being struck with a baseball bat, was arrested at the Capitol on Tuesday. The senator, who has been married for 26 years, is on trial for violating a law that makes it illegal to strike a police officer with a bat. The senator was arrested after a dispute with a police officer who was trying to get him into the Capitol. The senator is expected to be released on bail after the trial.

Cloutier, who has publicly admitted that he has been drinking heavily, has been charged with disorderly conduct. A police report states that Cloutier was arrested after he refused to leave the building when asked to do so.

[20 (3) John Draper, the San Francisco lawyer who helped the FBI, has been convicted of illegally selling electronic devices. Draper, who has been charged with violating the Espionage Act, is expected to be sentenced in the near future. The Espionage Act prohibits the sale or distribution of electronic devices to the government without a warrant.

Draper pleaded "no contest" to a charge of violating the act. He is expected to be sentenced in the near future.

[20 (4) Charles Draper, the San Francisco lawyer who helped the FBI, has been charged with violating the Espionage Act. Draper, who has been charged with illegally selling electronic devices to the government, is expected to be sentenced in the near future. The Espionage Act prohibits the sale or distribution of electronic devices to the government without a warrant.

Draper pleaded "no contest" to a charge of violating the act. He is expected to be sentenced in the near future.

[20 (5) A psychology professor has faced heavy criticism for his lecture on the dangers of marijuana. The professor, who has been teaching for 25 years, has been accused of promoting the use of marijuana.
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[20 (9) A psychology professor has faced heavy criticism for his lecture on the dangers of marijuana. The professor, who has been teaching for 25 years, has been accused of promoting the use of marijuana.

The professor, who has been teaching for 25 years, has been accused of promoting the use of marijuana. The professor has been accused of promoting the use of marijuana.

Draper pleaded "no contest" to a charge of violating the act. He is expected to be sentenced in the near future.
We have many gift items for your shopping pleasure. Items have been reduced—ów! in time for the holiday season. Your Mastercharge is welcome. New convenient discount 10:00-2:00 Sat. The University has already made the necessary process of evaluation has just begun. Written and oral reports and comments Boyer: "The painful process of evaluation has just begun."

Boyer discusses SASU, 3-Year Program

Pre-Finals Let Yourself Loose

FREE admission punch pretzels and chips

DANCE to the music of MILLHOUSE

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1972
CAMPUS CENTER GOVERNING BOARD PRESENTS A
FRIDAY, DEC. 12, from 8:30 pm to 12 midnight
Campus Center Ballroom
Cease Fire Pact Will Have Many Loopholes

The present situation in Vietnam has reached a critical stage, with the Cease Fire Pact scheduled for October 10 and Washington preparing to send a plenipotentiary to South Vietnam. President Johnson spokesmen have described the situation as "very serious" and they have revealed that the United States and the South Vietnamese have reached an agreement on a cease fire. However, it is not yet certain whether the agreement will be signed, and even if it is signed, it will not be easy to achieve peace in Vietnam.
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The present situation in Vietnam has reached a critical stage, with the Cease Fire Pact scheduled for October 10 and Washington preparing to send a plenipotentiary to South Vietnam. President Johnson spokesmen have described the situation as "very serious" and they have revealed that the United States and the South Vietnamese have reached an agreement on a cease fire. However, it is not yet certain whether the agreement will be signed, and even if it is signed, it will not be easy to achieve peace in Vietnam.
Well Coached Danes Averse to Pressure

by BILL HILLS

Reflecting on the Danes' surprising 79-61 victory over Utica, co-captain John Quatrocchi offered this, "There was no doubt in my mind that we could win."

The game started out as a rout, with the Danes leading 14-0 at one point in the first half. Joe Butilli (21 points) garnered most of the early attention, but when a big 19-6 run by the visiting Pioneers to draw within one, the crowd had gone dead, and the Danes started clicking. First from the foul line, where George Washington (29 points respectively) and a pair of 5'10" guards, Terry O'Brien and Charlie Weis, knocked down three of four. Finally, on offense, two Youth and Troch worked the ball play, then Ross Rossi scored on a lay-up and two free throws, and the Danes started clicking.

When it counted: Harry Johnson made a shot. Finally, on offense, two Youth and Ross Rossi worked the ball play, then Ross Rossi scored on a lay-up and two free throws, and the Danes started clicking.

The biggest may be the character and offensive mobility. If you have the character, you can be assured that it's a well-coached team, just as necessary moments sign is the quality inherited from the coach.

Well Coached Danes Averse to Pressure
Mourning Becomes Electra in NYC

by Steve Almond

People have been to New York City this holiday vacation because there is nothing else to do. Here and there are the occasional out-of-towners looking for a change of pace, but most of the news about Broadway is focused on Off-Broadway. Although the achievements of the New Group, the Atlantic Theater Company, and the New York Shakespeare Festival have been exciting, it is hard to ignore the fact that the entire Broadway scene is in the doldrums. The long-awaited revival of the Once-On-A-Time Company's "Mourning Becomes Electra" seems equally thought-provoking.

As usual, the opening of Joseph E. Levine's Circle-in-the-Square in January at 764 Clinton Avenue, involving three productions in a single week, will be considered on a list.

John Cage in Concert

John Cage, who is known for his experimental music, will be appearing with David Tudor and John Driscoll at the University of Rochester's performing arts center. The concert will take place on Friday, December 9, at 8 p.m., and will be considered on a list.

Rochester Dancers

The Rochester Dancers, a group of about 15 members headed by Charlotte Dumas, will be performing in the Rochester Dancers at the Arena Theater. The show will be considered on a list.

Indianapolis's "Mourning Becomes Electra" seems equally thought-provoking. Although the achievements of the New Group, the Atlantic Theater Company, and the New York Shakespeare Festival have been exciting, it is hard to ignore the fact that the entire Broadway scene is in the doldrums. The long-awaited revival of the Once-On-A-Time Company's "Mourning Becomes Electra" seems equally thought-provoking.
While no recording could completely capture the experience of an in-concert performance by the Grateful Dead (more on that later), much of this (and more) is captured in their latest album, "The Grateful Dead: Live at the Winterland," which features a 29-song set from a December 1977 show in San Francisco. The album not only captures the band's signature blend of rock, folk, and country influences but also showcases their growth and evolution as a group.

The Grateful Dead, formed in 1965, is one of the most influential bands in the history of American music. Their unique sound and improvisational approach have influenced countless musicians and continue to captivate audiences around the world. The Winterland show, recorded on December 16, 1977, is a perfect example of the band's live performance style, which often included extended jam sessions and audience participation.

The album opens with "Dark Star," a song that has become a Grateful Dead staple over the years. It features an extended instrumental section that allows the band to explore their musical ideas and connect with the audience. Other highlights of the album include "Sugar Magnolia," "Bertha," and the encore "St. Stephen." Each of these songs captures the essence of the Grateful Dead's live show, with its infectious energy and improvisational spirit.

The Grateful Dead's influence extends far beyond the realm of music. They have had a profound impact on the counterculture movement of the 1960s and 1970s, and their music has become a symbol of the free spirit and individuality that defined that era. "The Grateful Dead: Live at the Winterland" is a testament to the band's enduring popularity and their ability to connect with audiences on a deep, emotional level.

The album's cover art is a fitting tribute to the band's legacy. It features a photograph of the Fillmore East, where the band's legendary winter tour began. The use of a photograph of the Fillmore East, where the band's legendary winter tour began. The use of a photograph of the Fillmore East, where the band's legendary winter tour began. This cover art not only provides a visual representation of the band's history but also sets the stage for the musical journey that awaits listeners.

Overall, "The Grateful Dead: Live at the Winterland" is a must-listen for any fan of the band or for anyone interested in the history of American music. It is a snapshot of a moment in time when music had the power to bring people together and inspire change. The Grateful Dead's legacy lives on, and their music continues to resonate with audiences around the world.
**Calendar**

**Saturday, Dec. 9**

Theatre Production: "Alice in Wonderland" at 10:30 and 2, 7, 9:30 pm in the PAC Arena Theatre. Admission: $1.00 for children and students w/ ID; $2.00 general admission.

**State Exhibition-Cinema: Party**

Promoting Rocky, wine, food, misfortune at 9:00 pm in the State Quad Regency. Admission: $2.50 w/ quad card; $7.50 walkin.

**Free Music Store: SEM Group plays the music of John Cage at 8:20 pm in the PAC Laboratory Theatre, Free.

**Sunday, Dec. 10**

**Hollywood Games:**

"The Curious Case of Benjamin Button" at 8:05, "Made in Sweden" at 7:00, "The Guernica" at 8:00, "Lady Sings the Blues" at 8:25, "Mambo" at 9:30, "Mambo II" at 10:50, "Mambo III" at 12:05 pm in the PAC Arena Theatre. Admission: $1.00 for children and students w/ ID; $2.00 general admission.

**Movie Timetable**

**On Campus**

**Off Campus**

**WSUA-640**

**Movie Timetable**

**WSUA-640**

**this Week:**

**Hollywood Games: "Charm of the Bourgeoisie"**

By Ram and Michael Rosenfield: Continental Premiere Service

This program is the most topical, amusingly contending, and of the highest quality in this week's selection of films. Its catalogues can be a guide to the unique and creative advantages of modern society. You will also be provided with a list of the latest films and their respective ratings, as well as the latest news and reviews. The program also includes a screening of "The Day of the Locust." Enjoy this unique opportunity to see the latest films and be informed about the latest developments in the film industry.

**Holiday Sing '72**

The annual Holiday Sing will take place at 7 pm in the Gym. A reception will follow at 8 pm in the PAC Arena Theatre. Admission: $1.00 for children and students w/ ID; $2.00 general admission.

**Crossword Rules**

Puzzle solutions must be submitted to the Albany Student Press office (CS 334) by Monday, 12 noon following the Friday that the puzzle appears.

**Contest Winners**

December 3, 1972

**Contest Winners**

by Greg Shea

Alternative Problems Service

"The Hollywood Games only play one game a week. Only one game. But they've been a great success. The players are coming in droves. We've been having a great time." This is what the players say. The Hollywood Games are a weekly event that takes place in the PAC Arena Theatre. The games are a fun and challenging way to test your knowledge of movies.

**Crossword Contest Rules**

Puzzle solutions must be submitted to the Albany Student Press office (CS 334) by Monday, 12 noon following the Friday that the puzzle appears.

**Contest Winners**

December 3, 1972

**Contest Winners**

by John Dyce

Alternative Problems Service

"The Hollywood Games only play one game a week. Only one game. But they've been a great success. The players are coming in droves. We've been having a great time." This is what the players say. The Hollywood Games are a weekly event that takes place in the PAC Arena Theatre. The games are a fun and challenging way to test your knowledge of movies.
Lady sings,” Adderly Plays

by Adi de Smoove

Their music is sometimes criticized by the general public for not being commercial or not appealing wide audiences. However, they have their own die-hard fans who love their unique style.

A band that has been gaining popularity in recent years is the Adderly Quartet. Their sound is a fusion of jazz, soul, and blues.

Their first album, "My Kind of Blue," was a critical and commercial success, establishing them as one of the leading jazz groups of their time.

Their second album, "A Night in Tunisia," further solidified their reputation and was widely praised for its innovative compositions and tight arrangements.

Their third album, "Take Five," features one of the most popular jazz songs of all time, a cover of the theme from the film "Pink Panther." The song became a chart-topping hit and is still widely played today.

Their latest album, "Out of the Blue," was released last month and has received mixed reviews. Some critics赞 their jazz-inspired funk and soulful arrangements, while others criticism.

Adderly's music has a unique blend of influences and styles, making it appealing to a wide range of listeners. Their live performances are highly anticipated, and they continue to tour extensively, captivating audiences worldwide.
CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

1st Class Magnificent Wall mirrored "vintage" dressing table. The perfect addition to any room. $25.00. Luanne, 547-9712.

26 acres, 1890 Victorian house, 5 BR's, 2 BA's, 10 acres of wood. Beautiful setting. $45,000. Carrie, 457-5185.

For sale, 2 double electric wall ovens, fast bake. $80 each. Carrie, 457-5185.

Pottery, paintings, collectibles, furniture, lawn & garden. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 3rd & 4th Sat. month. Host: Dr. L. Tzeng. 520-7261.

SEIDENBERG JEWELRY

earnings 2 for $1 patches 25c earrings, $1.00 1973 Semesters is now open for enrollment. Please come or call 457-9569.

HELP WANTED

Car for sale, 1971 Buick LeSabre, 40,000 miles, well maintained. $2,000. Joe, 457-9876.

WANTED

WANTED: 25 & 30 pound Luggage, Indian Camp. Call Luanne, 547-9712.

HOME REMODELING SERVICES

Lost & Found

1171 1/2 Clinton Ave. Phone 518-7555.

LOST $1.00 bill. Any info. will be appreciated. Call Luanne, 547-9712.

PERSONALS

SOMETHING SPECIAL ON WINTER QUAD!

600 student assistant positions available. $7.50 hour. Call 457-5255.

We will show a little time, a little love, and have a great party together.

In order to qualify, students must be 21 years of age.

RIDE/RIDERS

Ride wanted for summer in Maine, starting June 14th. Call Matthew at 457-4764.


FURS FOR XMAS NOW

Call 457-9764.

GET YOUR FURS FOR XMAS NOW

Lettie, 472-9610.

WILD WILD WEEKEND II is coming January 19, 20 & 21

THURSDAY

Night Skiing
Theater Performance

FRIDAY

Hot Pretzels and Roasted Chestnut Social
Beer Party
Theater
Theater

SUNDAY

SOMETHING SPECIAL ON EVERY QUART!

International Activity
Coffee House & Resterante Lounge with Hector,党的十九 hallows and "Hot Toddy's"

Student Art Sale
is Coming

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE

From 30 to 50% Off ON ALL USED COATS everything must go by Jan. 31

GET YOUR FURS FOR XMAS NOW

5 Central Ave. Call 447-7248

INTERESTED FOLK

Here's the way you are. I love you

Your Angel

PHILLIS H. of 10/11 Oneida.

Fathers and Daughters please come or call 11:00 a.m., 9/26, 201 Main St., Albany.

Auditions will be held Sat. Dec. 9th at 2:00 p.m.

AUDITIONS

AMIA Volleyball

SUNYA Gay Alliance

M A J O R S & M I N O R S

Music, 10 a.m. in the office of Dr. G. Song, 547-9504.

Women's Studies please come or call 6:30 p.m. in HU-18.

Women's Studies Courses

The Military Establishment at Brant Hatley, N.Y. will be discussed.

Women's Studies please come or call 6:30 p.m. in HU-18.

Women's Studies please come or call 6:30 p.m. in HU-18.

SUNDAY

SOMETHING SPECIAL ON EVERY QUART!

Italian Activity" 1:00 p.m. in the office of Dr. G. Song, 547-9504.

Notice to all students, faculty, staff and agents of the College of Saint Rose: The College of Saint Rose, 1414 Union St., Albany, N.Y. 12207 is a private institution. The College will not be responsible for any damage or injury to personal property or to the property of others as a result of any occurrence outside the College premises.

Friday Night, Dec. 8 only:

THE BOY FRIEND
Starring Twiggy

LC 18 7:30 and 10:00

$5.50 with tax card $1.00 without

Saturday Night, Dec. 9 only:

THE GANG THAT COULDN'T SHOOT STRAIGHT

LC 18 7:30 and 10:00

$5.50 with tax card $1.00 without

Funds raised will benefit the Campus Center Scholarship Fund.
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by Richard Yants

It is hard to say why the Albany State Great Danes' 30-13 lead held all but 10 seconds into the game as the Pups rallied for a 12-minute burst to beat the Danes Monday night. The Pups looked down the Great Danes when they rallied off a spontaneous shove that started a series of fouls in the game. MVCC did not expect to see the last second of the game.

It is clear the Danes had not seen that movie. "They were really hurt after losing to Pittsburgh, so depressed but 111' still is a good game," said Holt Leve, coach of the MV's. "They'll be in uniform and ready for HVCC.

It is hard to say why the Danes were so мяг after losing to Pittsburgh. "They just didn't have a chance," said RVs., "Van Brocklin will be in at quarterback, but they will be in uniform.

EVANS. WEEKENDS

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

MISSION WILSON FOR CHRIST

REDSKINS vs. COWBOYS

CHARGERS vs. DENVER - Broncos will be out of reach. Van Brocklin will be in at quarterback, but they will be in uniform. Upset over Butkus and the Bears.

EAGLES vs. BEARS - Don't expect the Vikings to lose but they just don't have a chance. Better off in that game versus one of the "Cap"-aciously rivals. Royce Russell beat the RIM frosh. In fact, most of the players are "up" for the season.

For the games this week, the Huskies and ACA games are key for any to tell who we are as a team. The Huskies beat the Bears but thrilled. They are out of the Atlantic Division of the National Basketball Association. The Huskies lost and the ACA games are part of production.

Coach Leve's team has the edges of a fine balance. No team is a first timer and little has changed in the history. The Pups should make the ACA games. As for this year, this is the last yearly for the ACA. The move by the Giants from the East Coast to the Central Division and to the American Football Conference. Look for the Giants to have a good game.

The Huskies need this one in the NFL to go to the playoffs and Dallas needs the Vikings. The Vikings are already in the playoffs and Dallas needs the Giants. Expert him to come out and make him do it. Last game versus one of the "Cap"-aciously rivals. Royce Russell beat the RIM frosh. In fact, most of the players are "up" for the season.

This reporter disagrees and now splits his grid picks. This reporter disagrees and now splits his grid picks. This reporter disagrees and now splits his grid picks.

For the games this week, the Huskies and ACA games are key for any to tell who we are as a team. The Huskies beat the Bears but thrilled. They are out of the Atlantic Division of the National Basketball Association. The Huskies lost and the ACA games are part of production.
Dear Santa, Please Send:

by Kenneth Arduino

Dear Santa,

thought I would drop you a letter about another wrestler on the team not Frank Villani. He's a tough wrestler and if Rudy hits the down block wrong this year, it could improve both wrestlers.

After Saturday's match the team is ready to begin their climb to a championship. The Danes who finished a close second in the conference last year against the refs. We got a little more serious when we all went out to trade tees for pretty skis and之类. But still, we have a lot of fun with the skiing here. And the organizing group will be delivering the presents again this year.

For the running backs on the football team this year give you a kick on the butt. Our quarterbacks are ready to perform well for the next year. For Coach Kelly and the American, Charlie. For cross-country runner Vin-CE Shadrer: People to look at his performances without com-

Football isn't my thing, but I know enough to understand that the quarterback is in charge. For Joe Garcia: a season without any problems. For Bob Rossi: the urge to keep going. For Larry Mims, the recog-

For all the spring teams: an appreciation of a season without com-

For Coach Wingert: a good season. For goalie John Thayer: No. 1 in the state he richly deserves. For the soccer team: a victory over Colgate and some glue to hold them together. For the basketball team: A game goes to them always at home.

For the baseball team: some glow in the dark bats. For Larry Mims: the urge to keep going. For Bob Rossi: the urge to keep going. For Larry Mims: the recog-

For the wrestling team: too much to say. For Don Brown: a season without any problems. For Larry Miller: the urge to keep going. For the field hockey team: some glue to hold them together. For the basketball team: A game goes to them always at home.

For the Judo Club several years ago. Mr. Kudo: a pair of stilts to see over the Ning. For the wrestling team: some glue to hold them together. For the basketball team: A game goes to them always at home.

For John Quadeaughl: a year from now better. For Don Brown: The urge to keep going. For the field hockey team: some glue to hold them together. For the basketball team: A game goes to them always at home.

For the wrestling team: too much to say. For Larry Miller: the urge to keep going. For the field hockey team: some glue to hold them together. For the basketball team: A game goes to them always at home.

For the running backs on the football team: some glow in the dark bats. For Larry Mims: the urge to keep going. For Bob Rossi: the urge to keep going. For Larry Mims: the recog-

For the baseball team: some glow in the dark bats. For Larry Mims: the urge to keep going. For Bob Rossi: the urge to keep going. For Larry Mims: the recog-

For the wrestling team: too much to say. For Don Brown: A season without any problems. For Larry Miller: the urge to keep going. For the field hockey team: some glue to hold them together. For the basketball team: A game goes to them always at home.
Fire, Safety Measures Seen as Efficient

by Carol Blackley

The "Building Analysis Team" at ESOPA apparently concluded to move the building's controls! A combination of safety measures including fire detectors, fire drills, and fire extinguishers are used to ensure the protection and safety of the occupants. Despite the concerns, the building is considered safe for occupancy.

Married Housing Outlook Poor

by Diana M. Cyganovich

The need for married student housing was recognized early on at the University. Many students are getting married, and they require housing near the campus. What is needed is a combination of married student dormitories and married facilities, so that married students can live as the surveys are indicating with the problem. None of the current proposals have been completed. But it is thought that some dorm evacuation would be the last refuge in case of fire. The Students Housing Committee is calling for a direct line to be built between the university and the fire department. This will ensure a faster response and a safer environment for the students. The fire alarm system is to be improved, and more smoke detectors are to be installed in the rooms of all students. Fire drills must be conducted regularly, and the students must be educated on how to react in case of an emergency. The building is not complete, but it is under construction, and work will continue until the building is finished.

Woman Security Officer Named

by Judy Epstein

The NORML meeting is set for June 15 in its own office, Dr. Benezet commented. The new governor has changed his position on marijuana. The meeting is to discuss the new governor's position and the implications for the NORML organization. NORML is a national organization that focuses on the legalization of marijuana. The meeting will be held at the SUNYA administrative building, and all students are welcome to attend. The meeting will start at 3:30 pm and will be followed by a discussion with the guest speaker.

Spring Book Rush Procedure Detailed

The NORML meeting is set for June 15 in its own office, Dr. Benezet commented. The new governor has changed his position on marijuana. The meeting is to discuss the new governor's position and the implications for the NORML organization. NORML is a national organization that focuses on the legalization of marijuana. The meeting will be held at the SUNYA administrative building, and all students are welcome to attend. The meeting will start at 3:30 pm and will be followed by a discussion with the guest speaker.

PAGE ELEVEN
Students and faculty members at SUNY campuses in the state expressed concern about the university system's budget crisis and the impact on their education. The Legislative Commission on University Finance (LCUF) released a report that highlighted deficiencies in the construction and maintenance of campus buildings, which had received a combined $5.5 million in deferred maintenance funds. The report noted that spending on academic programs was being offset by a decline in nonacademic spending, and that the university system was facing a financial crisis.

The LCUF recommended several measures to address the budget crisis, including increased state funding, a foray into private fundraising, and the implementation of a central budgetary system. The report also urged the university to prioritize spending on academic programs and to use its assets more efficiently. The LCUF concluded that the university system was facing a critical financial crisis that required immediate action to ensure the future of higher education in New York.